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  Anglais
PARTIE 1 – QCM

■■■ Question 1. He … play tennis every week. He no longer has time.

A. was used to   B. used
C. used to   D. was used

■■■ Question 2. I think most young people … to learn English.

A. need   B. are needing
C. will needing   D. will have needed

■■■ Question 3. Youngsters today like computer games so books 
aren’t … presents.

A. as fashionable than  B. as fashionable as
C. as fashionable  D. more fashionable as

■■■ Question 4. A friend of … called yesterday but … didn’t leave a 
message.

A. you / she   B. you / her
C. yours / she   D. yourself / hers

■■■ Question 5. We … dinner when the doorbell … .

A. had / rang    B. were having / rang
C. were having / was ringing D. had / has rung

■■■ Question 6. You … cross the road before looking both ways.

A. must   B. mustn’t
C. should   D. don’t have to

■■■ Question 7. If you don’t want to be late, you … take so long get-
ting ready.

A. won’t   B. don’t
C. shouldn’t   D. couldn’t
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■■■ Question 8. The classroom is empty, there … left.

A. is no one   B. are nobody
C. isn’t someone  D. aren’t anyone

■■■ Question 9. I am looking forward to … you again.

A. seeing   B. my seeing
C. see    D. can see

■■■ Question 10. … she likes English, she prefers Spanish.

A. However   B. Although
C. But    D. When

■■■ Question 11. … outside the cinema, a car crashed into another 
one.

A. As we were waiting   B. When we waited
C. As soon as we waited  D. Until we waited

■■■ Question 12. I’m sorry, but I don’t understand what you … . 
Can you say it again, please?

A. tell    B. know
C. mean   D. talk

■■■ Question 13. He went to America … three months … winter.

A. during / the   B. for / during
C. for / last   D. last / during

■■■ Question 14. I don’t think the weather … better next week.

A. won’t be   B. will be
C. be    D. is

■■■ Question 15. I haven’t heard from Susan for ages. I wonder … .

A. what she like  B. how is she
C. how she is   D. how does she
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■■■ Question 16. I always leave early for class … there is a lot of traffic.

A. spite   B. despite
C. in case   D. in spite of

■■■ Question 17. We … go out during the week because we get so 
much homework.

A. almost ever   B. hardly never
C. hardly ever   D. ever

■■■ Question 18. That chair … comfortable. Can I try it?

A. looks   B. looks like
C. is like   D. like

■■■ Question 19. Your neighbor in class is the person who sits … 
you?

A. next   B. next to
C. close   D. beside to

■■■ Question 20. These questions are all difficult, some … others.

A. as many as   B. so much as
C. many more than  D. much more than

■■■ Question 21. If the weather remains good we … to the park to 
play on the swings.

A. might have gone  B. will might go
C. may go   D. go

■■■ Question 22. … many people own microwave ovens not all of 
them understand how they work.

A. Despite of   B. In spite of
C. Even though  D. Nonetheless

■■■ Question 23. Everyone left the lecture hall after … to the 
speech.

A. to listen   B. to have been listening
C. to have listened  D. listening
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■■■ Question 24. Excuse me, waiter. Can you bring me the … , 
please?

A. note   B. money
C. bill    D. account

■■■ Question 25. Choosing friends for some students is easy … 
others find it very difficult.

A. so that   B. in which
C. whereas   D. that can
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Langues – Anglais – Essai

PARTIE 2 – ESSAI

Traitez en 200 à 250 mots l’un des deux sujets suivants. Indiquez le numéro 
du sujet choisi et le nombre de mots à l’endroit prévu sur la copie. Tout 
essai hors sujet sera sanctionné par la note zéro.

■■■ Sujet n°1

The European Union’s proposal to ban under 16 year olds from 
Facebook, WhatsApp and other social networks has been abando-
ned. Give your opinion.

■■■ Sujet n°2

Passenger hit on head by cabin baggage.

A British Airways passenger was rushed to hospital after a bag fell on 
him from the plane’s overhead lockers.

The incident took place when the plane arrived at Heathrow, as the 
cabin crew prepared the jet for disembarkation. Witnesses reportedly 
heard a “terrible sound” as the item of hand luggage struck the man’s 
head. 

London Ambulance Service were called to the scene. A spokesper-
son said they treated a man for a head injury at the scene before 
taking him to hospital.

BA allows more hand luggage on board its fl ights than most of its 
commercial competitors, permitting each passenger one cabin bag 
up to 23 kg, plus an additional handbag or laptop bag, regardless of 
ticket class.

Imagine you were that passenger, write the complaint letter you 
would send to the airline company.
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